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Definition

■ A sudden realization about the nature or meaning of 

something. 

■ can often come due to some experience that may trigger 

the realization.

■ It’s like "finding the last piece of the puzzle and now 

seeing the whole picture"

Resource: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/epiphany.html

http://www.artandpopularculture.com/Epiphany_%28feeling%29

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/epiphany.html
http://www.artandpopularculture.com/Epiphany_(feeling)


Pattern of the Concept

■ In the story, McHenry’s moments of epiphany come in a 

more gradual pattern. At first he questions himself about his 

life and how he is really feeling. At the end, he finally 

realizes that he wants to live a life of accomplishing self-

fulfillment.



Examples in the book

■ 1. “[…] McHenry just got angry. If Marnie had been there, if 
Carolyn. But they weren’t. By five that afternoon he was out of 
the business […]” (33)

■ Explanation: It is at this point that McHenry realizes that his life 
is now lost. For example, he is going out of business due to new 
technology and his kindergarden friend no longer wants to make 
business with him. Also, he doesn’t have his wife nor his 
daughter to help guide him with his problems. 



Examples in the book

■ 2. “He didn’t know till now how many troubles he was 

carrying in his body.” (35)

Explanation: It is at this point where McHenry realizes that he 

has been carry many burdens and holding in lots of stress. The 

massage helped him to relax and it also swerved as a way for 

him too filly see this.



Examples in the book

■ 3. “What if this was something beautiful that he had shut 

himself off from his whole life?” (38)

■ “What if this was not wrong?” (37)

Explanation: It is at this point that McHenry finally starts to 

question if his desires are really so bad to fulfill and he sees 

he has been missing out on them in the past.



Examples in the book

■ 4.  “[…] spring had come […], he lay back on the hood of his 
truck and closed his eyes and felt the sunlight pouring down 
on his skin […]. Somebody might come by […] it  didn’t 
matter, his life was about to change.” (43)

Explanation: McHenry is now a changed man. He feels and 
experiences things differently which is why his life is about to 
change as seen in this passage. 


